Mug Shots: Whoooo’s in the Big House?
Species: TURKEY VULTURE
Case Number: 11-173
Admission Date: 8/24/2011
Injury: Lead poisoning, unable to use legs.
When a bird eats an animal that was shot
with lead shot, they become poisoned by
the lead. Symptoms of lead poisoning:
nervous system failure, digestive failure,
seizures, hypersensitivity to sound and light,
coma and death.
Case Notes: Stood by himself for the first time on September 19, 2011
after several weeks of medication to remove the lead from his system
and intense physical therapy.
How I’m Doing Now: Walking, flying, and sassy!
Prognosis: Almost ready for release! Just waiting to gain a little
more strength before he goes!
How You Can Help: A donation of $20 will pay for the medication
that was needed to remove the lead from this bird’s body.
Species: GREAT HORNED OWL
Case Number:10-192
Admission Date: 8/23/2010
Injury: Head trauma, injury to right carpus
(wrist). Probably hit by a car.
Case Notes: Although the initial injuries
healed, the bird is unable to fly. The bird’s
wrist does not extend the way it needs to for
flight.
Prognosis: Non-releasable. This bird has joined the noble ranks of
permanent resident foster parents. This bird will act as a caring parent
to all the orphaned and injured baby owls the RMRP receives every
year. This means the babies do not risk being imprinted so they can
be released as healthy, normal owls back into the wild. Thank you,
10-192, for being the best parent ever.
How You Can Help: A donation of $5 will feed one of this bird’s foster
babies for one day. A gift of $1000 would cover the entire cost of a
baby Great Horned Owl to be released back to the wild.

Species: AMERICAN KESTREL
Case Number: 11-149
Admission Date: 8/5/2011
Injury: This bird was kept illegally as a pet. The
bird was not cared for well; its beak became
very overgrown, its feathers were broken,
and it was starving and dehydrated. Raptors
require lots of knowledge to care for correctly.
This is why you must have lots of training, as well as permits from
state and federal governments to care for them.
Case Notes: It took many days to file down the beak into a normal shape
so the bird could eat on its own. Slowly, the bird gained weight and the
light of life came back to its eyes.
How I’m Doing Now: The bird is waiting for the damaged feathers to
start growing back. The bird can fly, but the damaged feathers make
him awkward and he lacks lift.
Prognosis: Once his feathers grow back in, this bird should be
released
How You Can Help: A gift of $150 will help buy a new Dremel Tool like
the one we used to save this bird’s beak, and its life.
Species: SWAINSON’S HAWK
Case Number: 11- 181
Admission Date: 8/30/2011
Injury: This bird was caught in the fire flare
of a methane burner. His feet and face were
badly burned, and his feathers were melted.
Case Notes: After several weeks, the burns
to the bird’s face and feet finally healed
over. Slowly, the melted and destroyed feathers are falling out to be
replaced by shiny new feathers.
How I’m Doing Now: This bird is eating lots of food to provide
nutrition for its growing feathers. As they grow in, its flight gets
better.
Prognosis: It will take awhile to grow all its feathers in, but this bird
should be released!
How You Can Help: This bird needs lots of nutritious food to grow
healthy feathers. You can help feed him for $3 a day, $21 a week, or
$84 a month.

Help Us Protect the Planet
And RMRP resources! The RMRP is transitioning to more electronic communications to
replace much of our print-and-postage communication. We can save thousands of dollars currently spent on printing and postage – and use those funds to help us care for
our feathered patients. Please send us your current email address so you don’t miss our
monthly e-newsletters or twice-yearly On the Wing newsletter. Don’t worry – if you love
our printed hold-in-your- hand version, make sure you let us know, and we will keep
you on the mailing list. AND – your info is safe with us - we NEVER trade, sell, or give
away any of the personal information that you give the RMRP.
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A Red-tailed Hawk Fights Unbelievable Odds
A Story of Hope and Recovery

I

t’s pretty common to receive birds that have been hit by cars.
In fact, it’s one of the most common injuries seen by the RMRP.
However, it’s not often that a bird gets hit by a truck...and has
his head stuck in the grill.
This Red-tailed Hawk can only be termed a “fighter.” After
being extracted from the grill of the truck, the bird was transported to RMRP. He had a severe skull fracture and lots of other
trauma to his head.
After a few days, the bird started standing on its own but
was still, “Out of it.” After a few more days, the bird became
more aware of what was going on around it. After a few weeks,
the skull fracture healed, but there seemed to be damage to
one of its eyes. Could he still hunt even when partially blind?
The answer was yes, indeed! This amazing bird proved its hunting prowess by killing all the rats it could in “Rat School.”
Only a few short months after its near death experience,
this bird was released back into the wild. We hope he goes on
to make lots of babies just as hearty as he is!

Day 1: A Red-tailed Hawk recovers after being hit by a truck.

Four Bald Eagles Take Over RMRP

Continued from cover

Every donation at every level
makes a difference. Don’t think so?
Well, here’s the breakdown:
•$1 ... An hour of oxygen for a bird
struggling to breathe.
But, the price is worth it for the family
that calls us at 2 a.m. after an owl hits their
window, breaking its wing. It was worth
it for one of the Bald Eagles we received
recently from Merino, Colorado after it had
been shocked by sitting on a power line.
Four Bald Eagles, four times the
resources, four times the cost. The injuries
these eagles sustained require long-term
care, meaning they need many months
worth of food, they need x-rays and ultrasounds, they need medication and doctor’s
appointments, and they need the detailed,
loving care of the medical staff at RMRP.
We’re here for them. Can you be here
for us? Our donors are the only reason we
can sustain our efforts, the only reason
these beautiful eagles can have a chance
of returning to the wild.

•$5 ... A day of antibiotics for one very
sick bird.
•$25 ... Feeds a hawk for two weeks.
•$50 ... An x-ray to help a broken
wing.
•$100 ... Feeds a Bald Eagle for two
weeks.
•$500 A surgery for a broken wing.
•$1000 Provides nearly everything a
bird needs for their Second Chance
at Freedom.
Why is it a great idea to give to the
Rocky Mountain Raptor Program?
Because your contributions save lives.
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Did you know that you can also sign
up for recurring gifts through PayPal on
our website? If only ten people gave $10
a month, one bird could be provided
with all the care they need to return to
the wild.
Can you help? Do you know someone that can help? These Bald Eagles,
as well as the hundreds of birds that
come through our doors, get the best of
everything, and that includes the love
of our donors. Your love provides them
with food. Your love provides them with
medical care. Your love ensures we’ll be
there for them from day one to the day
of their release.
Please send your most generous gift
today so no bird ever has to be turned
away.
Thank you for believing in us, and
thank you for providing us what we need
to save injured raptors 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, 365 days a year.

